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SLOVENE FOLK DANCE 

Since I am very passionate about dance and have been dancing for a long time, I thought it would 

be nice to write a text on a specific topic about Slovenian culture – our folk dance. It refers to those 

dance traditions which were maintained by rural inhabitants of the Slovenian ethnic territory up to 

the years before World War II.  

Similar to the dances of other nations, Slovenian folk dances are either authentic or adopted from 

other cultures. The term »authentic« refers to dances that came into existence within the Slovenian 

geographic area and have roots in Slovenian culture, whereas »adopted« dances were taken from 

other national and cultural environments and then adapted to Slovenian dance movements. We 

cannot determine neither the exact age of adopted nor the exact age of authentic Slovenian dances, 

but it is believed that early Slovenian dance forms are of Indo-European origin (just like many 

other dances from different European nations). Each new nation took the common heritage and 

developed it in its own way, creating unique dance forms. 

Old Slovenian dances were rather simple, made up of rhythmic walking, jumping and free 

combination steps. One of the oldest Slovenian forms of dancing is known as the povšteranc (pillow 

dance), in which a dancer chooses his/her partner by offering a pillow or a handkerchief. A lot of 

folk Slovenian dances included the »courtship« motif and were made for couples.  

As far as authentic couple dances are concerned, there are three in Slovenian ethnic territory: the 

visoki rej (high dance) from Gailtal/Zilja, found in reports from the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries, the kranjski ples (Carniolan dance) described by Anton Tomaž Linhart in 1791, and the 

rezijanski ples (the Resia/Rezija dance). All three originate from dances imitating animals that later 

developed into »wooing dances«, their main part consisting of the male dancing around the female. 

Apart from the »courtship« motifs, older Slovenian folk dances also include the »bridge« motif - a 

movement of a queue of dancers under the arms held up in the air by one or more couples of 

dancers. These dances used to be danced at spring celebrations and weddings or mourning rituals. 

The passage under the “bridge” of arms is believed to symbolize the act of rebirth, passage from 

one state to another (from singlehood to wedlock, from winter to spring) or passage from the 

world of the living to the world of the dead. 

In Slovenia we now know quite a lot of different folk dances. It seems every region has its own 

particular dance. The most typical folk dances include various kolos (a circle dance brought from 

Croatia in the 16th century), the most popular among them being Igraj kolo from Bela Krajina, the 
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dance Marko skače from Prekmurje, and folk dances from Rezija (now Italy), that differ very much 

from dances of other Slovenian regions. 

In the 19th century polka, waltz and štajeriš were introduced quickly replacing older dances. The 

mentioned three dances have been spread all over Slovenian national territory and are still popular 

nowadays. 

Although the majority of Slovenian folk dances were danced until the World War II and later lost 

its popularity, some of these »social dances« continue to exist. In some parts of Slovenia and 

Slovenian ethnic lands (Resia/Rezija in Italy, slovenska Štajerska/ Slovenian Styria, Prekmurje) folk 

dances are still very much alive and regularly performed. Different Slovenian folk dances are 

performed by folklore dance groups on special occasions such as folk festivals or tourist events. 

Folk dances are choreographed and modified for the stage performance and accompanied by music 

played by different music ensembles or simply by folk singing. While performing, the dancers wear 

traditional Slovenian dresses. 

The biggest and one of the oldest Slovenian folklore groups is France Marolt Student Folk Dance 

Group, which was established in 1948 in Ljubljana by France Marolt. He was an ethnomusicologist. 

France Marolt Student Folk Dance Group is currently led by Mirko Ramovš. The group presents 

traditional dances from the wider Slovenian area to national and international audiences and is the 

recipient of numerous awards.  

When I was in elementary school, I also had the opportunity to be a part of a folklore dance group 

and had so much fun learning and performing different Slovenian folk dances (mostly from Rezija, 

since I live in Primorska region). It is said that »dance lives in time and space and it changes 

constantly«, but I am glad some things stay the same. Even though Slovenian folk dance also went 

through some changes in the form and structure of dances, their manner of presentation or style, 

it still stays true to its original forms in its core and carries on an important part of Slovenian 

tradition. 

Enea Vuković Žorž 
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GENDER ROLES IN FINLAND 

 

I can proudly write about gender roles in Finland, because Finland is known as a gender equality 

pioneer. Finland is one of the world’s leading countries in fostering gender equality. Actually, 

Finland became the first in the world to obtain full political rights to women in 1906. (Ministry of 

social affairs and health 2019.) In Finland, we are quite proud about this legacy and we want to 

nurture it. Finland initiate a worldwide commitment to gender equality. However, there is still many 

things in Finland that needs to pay attention to. We haven’t achieved equality of pay yet and care 

duties are not always adequately shared among women and men. Sometimes we still have quite 

strong believes that what jobs belongs to women and what belongs to men. In my opinion, the 

biggest problem we still have is violence against women. 

 

It is important to reach gender equality in every different areas of life. Efforts have been made to 

influence concerns related to education, the working life, decision-making as well as family and 

private life to make sure that everyone has equal rights, opportunities for participation, bodily 

integrity for women and men and financial standing. One of the vital goals has been the 

improvement of women’s position in the labour market and the settlement of work and family-life. 

(National institute for health and welfare 2018.) 

 

When we talk about the gender equality in the field of work, there has been issues related to career 

development, working conditions, terms of employment and pay (Ministry of social affairs and 

health 2019). We have also tried to eliminate the segregation of the labour market into men’s and 

women’s jobs but in that section we have still quite much to do. As I mentioned earlier, we still 

haven’t reached the equality of pay yet. Average woman earns 84 percent of the wage of her male 

counterpart for regular work. Some parts of the pay gap can be explained by working in different 

fields and jobs but if we compare women and men form the same age group with similar 

http://isn.zrc-sazu.si/files/file/Traditiones/Traditiones_34_1_separati/TR341%20141-154%20Ramovs.pdf
http://isn.zrc-sazu.si/files/file/Traditiones/Traditiones_34_1_separati/TR341%20141-154%20Ramovs.pdf
http://www.etnofolk.eu/sl/node/502
https://www.culture.si/en/France_Marolt_Student_Folk_Dance_Group
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educational backgrounds working in the same fields and jobs, then you can see difference in their 

earnings. (Ministry of social affairs and health 2019.) In Finland education is already equal to 

everyone, so we need to pay more attention to other things such as the significance of gender in 

educational choices, learning results, teaching and everyday school life, the gender-based 

segregation of educational fields and degrees.  

 

If we would pay more attention to these things maybe in the future, we wouldn’t have so clear 

segregation of the labour market into men’s and women’s jobs. In my own experience, as a woman 

living in Finland, I must admit that I feel quite privileged that my everyday life is not about fighting 

against inequality because someone else has already fought that fight in Finland and I know that 

the situation is not that good everywhere. I know that we haven’t reached equality in every areas 

of the life, but the situation is still so good that I don’t need to think about it basically at all and I 

don’t have to face discrimination based on my gender. This is only my personal experience and 

someone else can have a different experience about Finland and gender equality. 

 

Erika Kuusimäki 

 

Ministry of social affairs and health. 2019. Finland is a gender equality pioneer. Retrieved 

May 12, 2019, from https://stm.fi/en/finland-is-a-gender-equality-pioneer. 

National institute for health and welfare. 2018. Gender equality in Finland. Retrieved 

May 12, 2019, from https://thl.fi/en/web/gender-equality/gender-equality-in-finland. 

 

SLOVENIAN ART FESTIVALS  

Art has a special role in society; it reflects values and contents, which are important for people of 

a certain time and space. Art is a reflection of what is happening in society and tells us about the 

past and current life of people in certain region.  

The advantage of art is also the universal language which does not know barriers of verbal language; 

so the condition of comprehending, especially when we talk about contemporary multimedia 

performance and street theatre, is not to understand Slovene but to be able to observe, feel, let 

loose and wonder.  

Because of that, I have decided to write a short review of the upcoming traditional art festivals, 

which will diversify our summer and autumn days.  
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It is logical to start with a current event, that is why I will first mention the festival June in 

Ljubljana (from 7th till 21th of June), which brings the best from dance, theatre and music stages 

to the centre of the city. Events have no entrance fee.  

Further, I will move from the happenings in the centre to an event that has just been opened at 

Park Tivoli, Švicarija – 33. Graphics Biennale. Festival is closely connected with early starts of 

Slovenian contemporary art, as it is a place where artists from west, east and third world’s countries 

are presented already for some decade. This year’s topic is satire. The exhibition of artists, who use 

graphic language that stands out from the common one, will take part at 9 different places around 

Ljubljana and will be on display till the end of September.  

Very soon streets of Ljubljana (and some other cities around Slovenia) will get lively under the lead 

of Ana Desetnica. This is an international festival of street theatre; their vision is to use free 

accessible art to change the purpose of public space and return this space back to people; making 

it safe to express and pleasant to socialize. Streets will be taken over by Slovenian and foreign 

renowned and also unknown artists, who will surprise and enthuse you with the unpredictable 

show, which will combine interventions, site-specific performances, installations, experimental 

projects and also interesting workshops in which you can be actively involved. Originality, 

difference, and experimenting are also part of festival Young lions, which will in August, like many 

years before, represent new, innovative approaches in creating and interlacing different art 

disciplines. The festival does not just inform but also encourage discussion and strives to form new 

ideas for further work with a goal to create even more new programmes.  

The next unique festival City of women starts in October. Two weeks’ programme is focused on 

presenting the newest work of women in the creative field, with the aim to raise awareness about 

the role and position of females in art and in general social structure.  

The festive atmosphere is not reserved just for the capital city; a special festival with focus in 

contemporary dance will happen in September in Murska Sobota and a month later (Front from 

14th till 17th October) Maribor will be a right place for theatre lovers since city will host 54th 

Borštnik Festival.  

This diverse offer of artistic programmes is one of the Slovenian good practices in creative field. 

They are important in the process of opening art institutions and bringing art amongst people, 

showing it as a significant part of our everyday life. Festivals are a vital part of Slovenian cultural 

space and therefore a great opportunity for Erasmus students, who want to explore and learn about 

our culture.  

But I also believe that after attending the mentioned festivals, they will not leave just with a clearer 

idea of our art, life, system etc. because events are also an opportunity for personal and professional 
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growth. I claim this because every participation in art events, presents a chance to widen your 

perspectives, get new ideas, get a clearer picture of our identity, sharpen a critical mind, become 

more aware of what is happening around us, what the current problems are etc. which are also 

important elements of quality pedagogical work. Only a teacher/preschool teacher who is critical, 

active, creative, and open is able to co-create a learning process in which kids will become 

independent, critical, democratic individuals, who will attentively observe, will be able to detect 

problems and be ready to proactively confront them. 

Eva Lederer   
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MUSIC IN SLOVENIAN CULTURE 

Music has been an integral part of Slovenian culture ever since their ancestors came to settle in 

these parts. Even before that there was music on Slovenian soil - the oldest instrument ever was 

found in Slovenia, it was a 55 000 year old bone flute found in a cave near Cerkno. Folklore is still 

popular among Slovenians as it preserves the tradition and helps people express their national pride 

and legacy in dancing and singing while wearing traditional clothes. Slovenian people love all kinds 

of music: classical, pop, rock, ethno, electronic music etc. They like singing and playing instruments, 

the latter is encouraged at a very young age – many parents enrol their children in guitar, piano and 

other instrument classes as well as dancing and folklore. Pop music is the most popular genre in 

Slovenia, but many people especially people from rural areas enjoy popular folk music and attend 

various events accompanied by this kind of music. Some of the most popular Slovenian musicians 

are composers and authors of popular ethno music such as Slavko Avsenik and Lojze Slak. This 

kind of music relies on heavy use of accordions and various other instruments and vocalists, people 

often dance polka when this kind of music is played on events such as firefighter's parties in the 

summer days. Even though there are not many punkers left in the world the scene is still alive in 

Slovenia, partially because Slovenia was the centre for punk rock in Yugoslavia and some 

Slovenians, mostly older generations still listen to punk rock music from their youth. Slovenian 

rock music is still popular as it is often played on domestic music festivals and metalheads also 

have their own festival in Tolmin called Metaldays, which attracts many Slovenian fans as well as 

tourists. It is worth mentioning that Slovenians prefer foreign music over their own. The most 

prevalent is music from British and American groups and authors. Slovenians also mostly love 

listening to music from ex-Yugoslavian countries, newer and older alike, mostly by Croatian 

authors. Plenty Slovenians like listening to folk music from the Balkan even though most of them 

will not admit it, they listen to it mostly in party settings when they are intoxicated. The classical 

music scene is well developed in Slovenia, there are opera orchestras in Ljubljana and Maribor as 

well as two symphony orchestras: the Slovene Philharmonic Orchestra and the RTV Slovenia 

Symphony Orchestra, the former hosts many accomplished musicians on a regular basis. An 

average Slovenian teenager and young adult today listens to popular music such as electronic dance 

music, rock and rap music made by foreign musicians, mostly from the USA, although electronic 

music scene is very much alive in Slovenia, a home to a few famous DJs such as DJ Umek. 

Slovenians are also proud of their famous a capella band called Perpetuum Jazzile, which tours all 

around the world and performs covers of popular songs. In clubs you can most often hear popular 

music that you would hear anywhere else in western world, so if someone likes to party often they 

tend to get bored because of small music repertoire offered in mainstream clubs. Luckily there is 
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an alternative music scene in Slovenia, predominantly in Ljubljana, so the fans of other music 

genres can enjoy their music when going out. 

Hrvoje Malkoč 
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SLOVENIAN FAMILY 

 

The Slovenian sense of the word “home” is quite strongly engraved in our culture. The family 

represents an important role and it is in the centre of the social structure. Usually, when Slovenians 

are not occupied with working or school, they embark on home-based activities such as playing 

board games, cooking meals together, visiting each other, watching sports programmes, especially 

when there are big tournaments and, the big, strange one: hiking.  

Whenever there is a holiday or just a weekend with sunny weather, groups of families plan a short 

trip to the nearest mountains or hills. If you embark on this adventure yourself as well, you can 

meet different Slovenians: from the youngest ones still in the backpack on their parents back, little 

ones who are running around, students in high school and faculty, middle age friends and families 

and a lot of elderly people as well. People usually bring their dogs on the hike as well. It is really a 

national sport and it does not cost anything!  

A custom while hiking is to say “hello” to people who are passing you, as we feel we are more 

connected to each other, even if we meet a stranger. It is easier to talk to unknown people because 

you feel you already have something in common.  

On the top of the hill/mountain there is usually a small cottage that offers warm sweet tea and 

typical Slovenian dishes such as apple pie (or strudel), buckwheat žganci, vegetable or beef soup, 

cottage cheese or buckwheat štruklji (rolled dumplings). Some people also indulge in a beer or even 

add rum to the herbal tea (usually when it is colder), which can be quite strange for the foreigners 

because of the mixture of sports activities and alcohol, but it is quite a norm for us Slovenians.  

If you are planning to hike to higher mountains, there is also an option to rent a room or a bed in 

the cottage, so you can sleep through the night, and carry on with the hiking in the morning. People 

usually use this option, when they are trekking to the highest peak in the country called Triglav.  

Another activity that we can notice in Slovenian hiking culture is taking care of our green landscape. 

Hikers are quite conscious about litter and the pollution, and we are considered as strong 

performers in environmental protection efforts. You can encounter people picking garbage after 

other people and carrying it in their bagpacks until the next rubbish container. Maintaining a green 

and clean land is important in our country.  

As I said already, the family is the centre of the social structure. However, this has changed over 

the years. Only a few decades ago you could find several generations living together in a big family 

house. Nowadays young people are usually moving away to the main cities to pursue further 
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education or better employment, but even families split due to moving to urban centres. Big houses 

are now often left being almost empty, with just grandparents living there. 

Nonetheless, the family itself remains to be a strong bond and an important role in connecting 

people together. Families gather for meals, usually for typical Sunday lunch and for the important 

holidays such as Christmas, Easter and Remembrance Day.  

Even though there is a noticeable drop in religious beliefs and more people do not classify 

themselves as Catholics nowadays, the religious traditions are still hugely intertwined in our culture, 

making them more of a family concentrated tradition for the new generations. After all, the 

traditions are a way of keeping families together in common rituals.  

 

Karin Japelj 

 

EDUCATION 

In Poland, everybody has a right, but also an obligation to education. Education is free of charge 

on all levels. Parents and students do not have to pay any extra fees in any school from preschool 

to university. The only exception is private education which may be entitled to some additional 

costs. And at the same time, necessary costs like textbooks, school materials or food during school 

hours are mostly not covered by the government even in public schools. 

There is also another option of learning outside the school system - home-schooling. If children 

meet certain conditions and pass official exams, they do not attend schools at all. Parents will have 

to take responsibility for their children’s education in that case though. Children may change from 

school to home-schooling and back at any time during their school career. A not long time ago the 

Polish educational system looked completely different. The reform of education which was passed 

in 2017 and is still in the process of being introduced right now (it is supposed to be completed by 

the school year 2022/23) completely reorganized the whole system. According to the new law, the 

primary school lasts eight years (before that compulsory education consisted of 6 years of primary 

school and 3 years of secondary school). Compulsory education starts at seven years old when 

children begin primary school. Before that parents could also send their children to preschools or 

other forms of child-care. 6 year old kids are also obliged to have one-year preparatory pre-primary 

education before they start school. Primary school is chosen based on the place of living, there is 

no official ranking of schools or additional requirements children need to fulfil. After finishing 

primary school, students could choose to apply for either a general upper secondary school, a 

technical upper secondary school or a vocational school which last from 3 to 5 years. The 
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enrolment to these schools is mostly based on the grades and the results of the national exam which 

is conducted after 8th grade. This year 8th grade exam happened for the first time after the reform 

alongside the last external exam of 3rd grade students from secondary schools (gymnasium). 

Because of the reform all secondary schools have been phased out and will not exist anymore after 

31st August. The alternative to upper secondary education is work placement. Therefore, the 

students who reach the age of 15 could also partly obtain an education while working. For 18 year 

olds education is no longer compulsory, no matter what kind of school or educational setting the 

pupil is enrolled at the time. Access to higher education is possible by passing the Matura exam. 

There are three written exams (Polish language, Maths, and Foreign language) and two oral (Polish 

and Foreign language) which are obligatory. The choice of exams from other subjects depends on 

the students. Based on the results of the Matura exam candidates are accepted to universities. Only 

the best get in, but Poland has a high percentage of young people continuing education at 

universities. At universities, the first cycle and second cycle programmes are offered. Bachelor’s 

degrees usually last from 3 to 3.5 years and Master’s degrees 2 years. After successfully finishing 

Master’s degree chosen candidates may continue their academic career by pursuing a PhD (third 

cycle programmes). Polish educational system may not seem unusual in comparison to other 

European educational systems. What may characterize it in recent years are many reforms which 

happen one after the other, often without much preparation. It created chaos in schools which 

influences the quality of teaching as well.  

Changes in any educational system should be carefully planned and well-prepared because they 

have long-lasting effects on society. Hopefully, the situation Polish education will improve in the 

future. 

 

Katarzyna Marta Świś 
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SLOVENIA – WE LOVE OUR HILLS  

HOW ARE WE SPENDING OUR SPARE TIME? 

 

Slovenia is quite hilly and mountainous country. Four major European geographic regions meet in 

Slovenia: the Alps, the Dinarides, the Pannonian Plain and the Mediterranean. The Alps are 

becoming more and more popular with Slovenians and tourists in general.  

Slovenians are known as good alpinists and are pioneers in this field. This month we celebrated 40 

years since the first Slovenian ascent to the world’s highest mountain, Mt. Everest. In addition to 

that the first couple that managed to step foot to the world’s highest peak was also a Slovenian. 

There were and are still a lot of important Slovenian alpinists. In the last couple of years Slovenian 

hills and mountains are becoming more and more popular. We could say that mountaineering and 

hiking is in our blood, but one of the reasons for the increase of the popularity is probably 

connected with the influence of social media. But even if this is the case, once you see the beauty 

of the mountains, lakes and godly views over our country everything makes more sense. Triglav, 

Slovenia’s highest peak (2864m) and »home« to the highest building in Slovenia, Aljaž tower, has a 

special place in Slovenian culture. It is believed that you become a real Slovenian just after you 

ascent to Triglav and get »baptised« by your friends. The Triglav National Park is more and more 

crowded with home and foreign tourists enjoying its beauties. But it is not just the Alpine world 

that is popular as a way of spending our spare time. Hills such as Šmarna gora, close to Ljubljana, 

and Jošt, close to Kranj, are two of the hills that are really popular with wider population. They 

provide fast sport activity, gathering place and much more.  

After a long day in the mountains there is probably nothing better than a good picnic with your 

friends. And in Slovenia we love spending our spare time with friends and making BBQs. Once 

the temperatures get higher the beautiful smell of BBQ can be found in almost every house over 

the weekend. We love to be active but at the same time we just adore good food, drinks and friends. 

Everything gets even better if your village has a festival that day. Local festivals or »veselica« as we 

say it, is a kind of party that almost every village must organize at least once a year. There is lots of 

dancing, drinking, singing and good mood in each of them. The next day mountains are probably 

of the table, but a quick hike on a local hill is almost a must to prevent or get rid of hangover from 

the night before. Thankfully we have lots of options, for getting it and getting rid of it. 
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Of course there are a million ways to spend spare time in Slovenia. I have decided to write 

something about hiking and mountaineering, which I really like and I think is really getting more 

and more popular. But there are vast diversities about preferences about this topic in Slovenia. Lots 

of people prefer staying at home with their loved ones or go on some kind of a trip. Many of them 

have an apartment or a house near seaside, usually in Croatia and therefore spend much of their 

free time at the seaside, especially in summer time.  

Kristjan Jenko 

 

ABOUT FOOD AND SLOVENIA. ABOUT SLOVENIAN FOOD. 

 

Things that nations find somehow important are always “represented” in language. Proverbs are 

in a way cultural heritage from where we can reveal what one society finds important. And - Slovene 

language has quite a lot proverbs about food!  

 

Proverb which appeals to me the most is: “Ljubezen gre skozi želodec”. It can roughly be translated 

as: “Love goes through the stomach«. It can be interpreted in different ways, one of them is that 

you like a person more, if (s)he knows how to cook or if (s)he invites you to a good meal. Why am 

I starting my essay with this explanation? Because we, Slovenes, like to eat well! And this (and 

similar) language formation(s) are somehow a proof of this.   

  

From language to geography: many foreign people do not really know where Slovenia is located, 

because it is a small country regarding its territory (only 20,273 square kilometres) and the number 

of population (around two million inhabitants). But just a quick look on the map can reveal a lot 

about our beautiful country. It is topographically very diverse and this means it has almost 

everything – from Mediterranean coast, Pannonian plains, Alps to windy Karst. It borders Italy to 

the west, Austria to the north, Croatia to the south and Hungary to the northeast.   

  

As you can see from the short description above, Slovenia has many different landscapes on a very 

small area. From this we can easily assume that also Slovenian food is quite diverse. But how come 

that so many different styles developed? First of all, people in the past, when there were no modern 

supermarkets, prepared more or less only food they could produce and grow on their land or in 

the surrounding areas. Recipes have been passed through many generations until today. This is 

how traditional food developed and stayed alive until today. Of course we have to be aware that 
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many recipes have been modified or upgraded, but this is not necessarily a bad thing. The second 

reason for our diverse cuisine is that our little young country was in past part of other bigger 

countries. Therefore it was – and still is – heavily influenced by its regional neighbours.  

 

One of the best known Slovenian national dishes is “kranjska klobasa” (Carniolan sausage), which 

derives from the culinary heritage of pork meat and sausage production. Well known are also kraški 

pršut (dry-dured Karst ham), bograč goulash, idrijski žlikrofi z bakalco (flour dumplings filled with 

potato and with sauce), soška postrv v ajdovi ali koruzni moki (soča trout in buckwheat or corn 

flour), mesni golaž s polento (goulash with polenta) and many more.  

 

Many Slovenians have a sweet tooth and we can be quite happy because we have many delicious 

desserts. An outstanding dessert for me are kranjski štruklji, which are in English officially called 

“strudel”. In our language “strudel” or “štrudelj” is a word for another delicious dessert made with 

apples and sometimes raisins. We know many different rolls/cakes (for example “pehtranova 

potica”, “orehova potica” …). Furthermore, also our main city has a special dessert: ljubljanske 

palačinke s skuto – “Ljubljana curd cheese pancakes”. 

 

A glass of good drink always pairs well with good food. We have many tasty wines from different 

regions, many delicious liqueurs and in the last time good beer from small beer crafters. We like to 

toast and when we do, we always say “na zdravje” (cheers or in direct translation – “to health”). 

Explicitly - because “water is life” - I want to mention that Slovenia is very rich with water 

resources. We do not praise this enough because somehow we take this for granted …  

 

To sum up: food lovers definitely will not be hungry or disappointed in our country. 

Dober tek or in other words: bon appétit!  

 

Maja Kogovšek 

 

GENDER ROLES 

When we talk about gender roles, we refer to some expectations and attributions related to how a 

girl or a boy must behave in a certain society only for belonging to one gender or another. But the 

correspondence to one gender or another is nothing more than the acceptance of values, customs, 

and habits of the society in which they develop.  

https://en.pons.com/translate/english-slovenian/bon
https://en.pons.com/translate/english-slovenian/app%C3%A9tit
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In general, the roles will be presented to boys and girls as unbreakable rules, the group of boys 

being more intolerant than that of girls. This lasts some years, and it will not be until the age of 9 

when children begin to show more tolerant attitudes towards these facts and more flexible towards 

colleagues who do not conform to gender roles. 

However, with the entry into adolescence, stereotypes become reinforced and behaviours that 

children present are more typified again. 

At first, stereotypes are related with external and visual characteristics, so boys and girls will typify 

others within one group or another depending on the physical aspect and the activities they 

perform, such as “girls wear skirts”, or “boys play football”. 

Later, the features of gender roles are expanding, including personality characteristics and 

attributions that are normally made to one group or another, for example: “mothers take better 

care of little kids” or “boys are more competitive than girls”. 

These differences respond to cultural patterns marked by society, so we find differences in children 

of different ethnicities and cultures, the one described resembles the society in which we live. 

We are determined to break with preconceptions. But, in the end, reality surprises us once again, 

when the child grabs a cane from the ground and moves it as if it were a sword. But where do you 

get these ideas? The child knows that there are more people like him but he does not know that 

this is called "society". 

Children express their gender identity as follows: clothing or haircut / hairstyle, preferred name or 

nickname, social behaviour that reflects varying degrees of aggression, dominance, dependence and 

affability / softness, disposition and style of behaviour and physical gestures and other nonverbal 

actions identified as masculine or feminine, social relationships, including the gender of friends and 

the people he or she decides to imitate. 

Our expectations about what "girls do" and what "boys do" have changed, girls often excel in 

sports and in subjects traditionally thought of as masculine, and children often excel in artistic 

subjects considered the past as traditionally feminine. All children exhibit behaviours that were 

once considered typical of the opposite gender. 

When a child's interest and abilities are different from what society expects, he or she is often the 

victim of discrimination and harassment. It is natural for parents to want their child to be socially 

accepted. 
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However, children should feel comfortable and at ease with themselves. Each child has its own 

qualities or strengths and sometimes these do not match the expectations of society, but these 

qualities are and will be the source of their prosperity. 

For this reason, instead of forcing your child into a current or traditional mould of gender 

behaviour, we must help them realize their full potential without worrying about it. 

Maria Ramos Mencia 

 

RELIGION AMONG CZECH PEOPLE 

 

When I moved to Slovenia for my Erasmus exchange, I was surprised how common religion as a 

conversation topic is. Sooner or later, with Slovenes or other people from different cultures, I was 

facing repetitive questions about the religion or belief of mine/my family/Czechs as a nation. This 

made me think about the role of religion in my culture even more and I would like to present my 

opinions, conclusions and further questions in this essay. It is to be reminded that this whole paper 

is written only from my personal point of view on this topic (and includes an unhealthy amount of 

generalizations) and does stand neither as general facts nor as a scientific article. 

 

I would like to start with an explanation of why such questions were so surprising for me. It is 

natural that religious or other spiritual beliefs play a significant role in a human’s life; that is a fact 

also for me and Czechs in general. However, the overall role of religion is noticeably lower in the 

Czech culture, especially when it comes to the connection between religion and church. According 

to the Czech Statistical Office, 20,8% of Czechs declare themselves as believers (2011), other 

resources count even less. The Czech Republic is one of the most atheistic countries in the world. 

Although Czech culture is undoubtedly based on Christian values since it is still a part of Europe, 

religion does not play an important role in the every-day life of a vast majority of Czech families. 

The general opinion is that religion lost its importance in my country during the communist era 

(1948–1989) when the church was prohibited, although all the other countries survived the same 

regime with a smaller loss in this area. As far as I am concerned, no one has come with a verified 

explanation of why religion lost its role in my country. I can see that Czechs consider the church 

to play a role in helping people in need but on the other hand, church is seen as something fanatic 

and, paradoxically, wanting the power and money. The majority of the Czech population consider 

themselves as atheistic but believe in other spiritualties (destiny, heaven, hell, angels, etc.) at the 
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same time. Only the term religion seems to be forbidden in every-day life. Religious people are 

supposed to be fanatic, non-rational, conservative and a bit crazy people whose lives are only about 

visiting the church and praying, getting married soon and having plenty of kids. Reading a Bible is 

not a return to our roots and a part of European’s education – it may be “forgiven” only to highly 

religious Christians.  

 

It may have been noticed that I am not writing about other religions – that is because Christianity 

is the only religion that is at least tolerated; Czechs are generally quite close to other cultures. Other 

interesting paradoxes appear in every-day life, especially in couples’ decision. Although a vast 

majority of young Czech people is not Christian, weddings in churches are still quite popular and 

in some of them, the couple does not even need to be baptized. And especially in my 90s 

generation, it is common that non-believing parents have their child baptized in its early months. I 

sometimes find these “insurance points” a bit funny: “I do not believe there is a god up there. But 

if he really exists, let’s make sure that he is not angry with us.” 

 

Martina Frühbauerová 

 

 

GENDER ROLES 

 

Since I was born and raised in Croatia I will write from that point of view. Unfortunately, we are 

also witnessing that the situation in Slovenia and the world is not much different. People are born 

as a man or a woman but by socialization they learn and adopt appropriate behaviours and activities 

with regard to belonging to a given sex. 

Every society has benchmarks that determine certain behaviour, clothing, speech, posture, etc., as 

typically male or female. But gender roles are not the same in every culture. For example, men 

belonging to Nigerian nomads, dressed in festive clothing and putting on different ornaments, are 

trying to show their beauty and with that and with dancing they are trying to win girls from their 

tribe. Thus, in different societies there are different definitions of manhood and femininity. In our 

society there is a patriarchal understanding of gender identity. Because of that, characteristic male 

features are: dominance, independence, intelligence and ability, rationality, perseverance, 

analyticity, strength, courage, ambition, activity, competitiveness, insensitivity, sexual aggression 

and attraction for what they have achieved. In contrast, women are attributed to features such as 
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susceptibility, ineligibility and inability, emotionality, adaptability, intuition, weakness, shyness, 

contentment, passivity, sensitivity, sexual objects, and attractiveness based on external appearance. 

In addition, we can say that the female role is characterized by providing warmth, safety and 

emotional support, and therefore the main role of women is to care for children and the home. On 

the other hand, men are attributed a role that is characterized by competition and orientation to 

success, and their fundamental role is primarily achieved in the workplace. One of the reasons why 

the primary role of men is achieved in their workplace is that women are subordinated to better 

paid jobs and even though they are outside the domain of household chores, the participation of 

men in family responsibilities it has not significantly increased, so there is still a difference in jobs, 

and hence the gender roles of women and men. All societies have certain expectations of male and 

female gender, which become social guidelines for the behaviour of each gender. Gender roles are 

closely related to stereotypes. Individuals who try to get out of their stereotypical gender roles find 

themselves disapproving of the society that attempts to put them back in a "male" or "female" box 

as they pose a potential dangers to society by changing the established gender norms. Men and 

women have different experiences and needs due to their different gender roles, so they choose 

different occupations and activities and have different opportunities in society and in the economic 

world. Adoption of gender roles takes place in the social context, and begins with the birth of a 

child by buying different clothes and toys. Boys are encouraged by activities that are believed to 

reveal men's features and girls in activities that reveal their feminine qualities. People, therefore, 

usually buy cars, sports equipment and mechanical toys for boys and dolls, doll houses or cooking 

and beautifying equipment for girls. 

Every day I face the news and experience of women who did not get a job just on the basis of their 

sex. This job would be given to a man because our employers consider men to be more cost-

effective because a woman could go on a maternity leave. All this is very wrong and we have to 

work on preventing that and spread awareness. It is particularly important to shape the attitudes of 

gender equality in children from the earliest age, because the world is left to the young.  

Mia Mešter 

 

SPARE TIME IN SPAIN  

 

When talking about Spain there are plenty of images that come to our mind; on one hand, Spain is 

identified with the flamenco dancers, the bullfighting, beaches, good weather, tortilla, wonderful 
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landscapes, etc. while on the other it is the national team lifting the World Cup in football or 

basketball, Real Madrid, Barcelona, Atletico, etc. Both are images that are quite extended through 

the world about the country that I am pleased to call my own, and to be honest there are some 

points that I mostly agree with. And all this things have one thing in common, which is that there 

are activities related with how Spanish people spend their free time; and that’s what we are going 

to talk about.  

Before I start, I got to clarify that what I am going to write is based on my personal experience as 

an observer and as a Spaniard, and it does not apply to each Spaniard. 

First of all, I got to say that when the weather is fine, Spaniards love to chill-out, either going to 

the beach, to the river, to the park or to the mountains, to lay down a little bit and enjoy the sun 

and the fresh air. It is really typical to do this alone or to hang out with some friends and grab a 

beer and kill time. To continue, Spaniards love to organise “asaderos”, which are like barbeques, 

where we all hang out with friends, and enjoy eating, drinking beer or sangrias, playing cards games, 

talking and therefore having a good time; so you can see that we all like to just spend time out of 

the house together, and every excuse is good to do so. Spanish people also love sports, either 

practise it (we are really good, we have some of the best athletes in multiple disciplines) or watching 

it on television or live. Some of the most practised/watched sports in Spain are football, basketball, 

tennis, paddle, surf, skate, kayak … and luckily for us the weather conditions are great for a huge 

variety of sports. Nowadays, with the new recreational systems as the PS4 or XBOX, the new 

generations all over the world spend more time playing videogames, and this is not an exception 

in Spain, where there is also a popular routine of watching TV.  

Now I am going to describe some of the most typical stereotypes in Spain. On one hand, even 

though bullfighting or flamenco dances are really known all over the world, this practices are not 

widely extended all over Spain so in comparison few people use to do it, but it is common in some 

regions of Spain. On the other hand we have the siesta. The siesta is indeed extended all over Spain, 

for almost every age range; and we manage to find time for it in every situation as it helps us to 

charge our batteries, and in some situations e.g. on the sunny beach or laying in the grass it is almost 

unavoidable.  

In conclusion, we can say that Spanish people know lots of different ways to spend their free time, 

but most of them are oriented towards hanging out with people, as we try to find any excuse to get 

out of the house and enjoy our atmosphere.  

Miguel Ángel Granados Mesa  
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MEALS AND TABLE MANNER IN JAPANESE CULTURE 

The main objective of this paper is about meals and table manner in Japanese culture. “Washoku” 

is traditional Japanese cuisine, which refers to individual Japanese food like Ramen, Sushi and 

Tempura or set of Japanese dishes. It was registered to UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage in 

December 2013. Thereby, “Washoku” became a World-Class. It has four different features:  

ⅰ. Different kinds and fresh ingredients and respect for the taste.  

ⅱ. The balance of nutrition to support one’s health.  

ⅲ. Representation of the beauty of nature and season changes.  

ⅳ. Closely connected with seasonal events like New Year.  

Japanese traditional cuisine, which has these four features, is defined as “Washoku” by Japanese 

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Thus, “Washoku” values land, place, seasons and 

people. However, Japanese people tend to get to know European style manner like French or 

Italian more recently, because of the huge globalization in Japan. Actually, the manner of 

“Washoku” is quite hard to remember. From here on, I would like to refer to Japanese meal 

manner. 

     Firstly, something about the dress codes. Fancy Japanese restaurants do not have specific dress 

codes. However, you should wear formal wear like suits or dress or “Kimono” which is traditional 

clothes. Since we have to sit on our knees while we eat, women should wear long and loose skirts. 

You cannot wear big rings or necklaces or even dark colour lipsticks. “Washoku” is not just food, 

it includes the design and texture of plates. Therefore, our clothes have to be simple and not showy. 

Also we care about the scents of cuisine and cleanliness, so you cannot wear perfume and the long 

hair has to be tied back. Additionally, when you came to a restraint, you have to take your shoes 

off. Secondly, something about basic manners. The course meal of “Washoku” has its rank. The 

most authentic style of Japanese meal is ‘Honzen ryori’ only served for a wedding or funeral 

ceremony. We have ‘Kaiseki ryori’ which is simplified ‘Honzen ryori’. It depends on the restaurant, 

but it will be a course meal or a lined up meal. Basically, when eating meals, we use chopsticks and 

have to lift the plates. When you lift the plates, you have to put down chopsticks at first. Then lift 

the plates and pick up the chopsticks. The important point is that you put the chopsticks on the 

chopstick’s rest. The order of eating dishes is as follows; basically you eat from the light taste to 

the stronger one, one by one. You should cut the food to bite sizes on the plate, and then put the 

bites in the mouth. If you cannot cut it on the plate by any means and you actually have to bite off 
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a piece, you have to hide your mouth. These are very basic manner that you have to know at least 

when you eat.  

It is difficult to remember everything, but I think it shows our culture a lot. Japan is becoming 

more globalized and the number of people who do not know about these manners is going to 

increase. We need to rethink our culture to be again proud of ourselves. 

Minami Tateno 

 

CHORAL SINGING IN SLOVENIA 

When hearing the word “culture”, I always think about fancy clothes, big halls, high heels, orchestra 

concerts or maybe some opera shows. But if I add the adjective “Slovenian” as in “Slovenian 

culture” it gets less fancy, less urban. I think about bare feet, colourful long skirts, scarfs, happy 

people that gather in the middle of the village. Of course the situation like this is very hard if not 

impossible to find. But Slovenian culture - as I imagine it - origins from past times that were simple 

and mainly from the rural areas. People often gathered together when they had some work to do 

and they told each other stories and sang a lot. Our grandparents still remember how magical it 

was when more people started singing song in three voices. 

I have been singing in a choir since my childhood. I also come from a family in which there was 

always a lot of singing. Maybe this is one reason I recognize choral singing as one of the trademarks 

of Slovenian culture.  

There are hundreds of choirs in Slovenia. Every bigger village has one or maybe even two. Almost 

every faculty has its own choir. There are choirs of doctors, architects, vine makers, some 

companies organize choirs for its employees. Slovenian people like to sing, but if you sing with 

more people it gets much more fun. But also harder. Some research say that people that sing in 

groups with other people develop social skills e.g. listening to each other, being cooperative, taking 

care of each other.  

Two years ago a Slovenian choir called Carmen Manet won the Eurovision choir competition. 

When I was watching this performance and when they announced the winner, I got tears in my 

eyes and the same feeling you get at the victory of our athletes. But this time, music was the reason 

for it. Music, which, unknowingly, as well as sports, actually brings Slovenes (and people in general) 

together. Especially choral singing.  
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In Slovenia there is at least 64,000 people involved in choral singing (registered at JSKD - but 

probably even more if we include smaller, unregistered groups and church choirs). But not only 

quantity, our choirs can also boast with the great quality because they often achieve high results at 

many singing competitions. Our choirs Perpetuum Jazzile and Carmina Slovenica are known 

world-wide! 

Why do Slovenians like to sing that much? And how come the results of our choirs from 

international competitions are top-ranked? According to Karmina Šilec, one of the more influential 

Slovene choir conductors: Throughout history, through all the wars and tragedies that took place on today's 

territory of Slovenia, Slovenes sang and sing. And by doing so, they kept their nation, their language and culture. 

We also have a saying: three Slovenians - a choir. 

The other saying goes like this: “Whoever sings does not have evil thoughts”. In that case I wish 

all Slovenians would sing. If possible in one big choir! 

Veronika Simončič 


